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PictureBox Weddings is comprised of 3 photographers, Scharad Lightbourne, Aaron Davis 
and Kenton Ferguson. This group of young men love capturing weddings sharing an equal 
amount of passion for creativity and expression. With backgrounds in lifestyle and fashion 
PBW captures any special moment in a unique, fun and artistic manner, focusing on those 
candid moments, unexpected surprises and picture perfect frames.

The three have photographed a large number of weddings working with diverse clients all 
over The Bahamas. Whether you’re looking to have your wedding day, engagement session 
or just capture your love for that special someone, PBW would love to photograph those 
memories for you.

WHO WE ARE





As artists, we love to form very unique perspectives, we record all those very special moments 
of your wedding using a mixture of lifestyle and photojournalistic photography. We are not 
traditional photographers.

We want you to see photography as an art and therefore each image is seen as a painting 
or sculpture, even as a body of poetry or piece of music, capturing an array of both candid 
and emotional moments.

Most importantly, we guarantee professional results because we take the time to talk with you 
about what you want to achieve on your special day. 

As dedicated professional photographers, we are committed to providing you with lasting 
and treasured memories of that very special occasion in your life, your significant other, your 
engagement, your wedding. We offer you a beautiful combination of lifestyle and journalistic 
photography in a tasteful mix of color and B&W.

Documenting your wedding day is just the beginning though, After the usual wedding shoot 
for example, we spend countless hours post-processing your portfolio, making sure you get 
the very best finishes. It doesn’t matter if your package has 50 or 500 exposures, as we take 
the time to individually inspect every image making the necessary adjustments to suit your 
unique taste. 

Something as seemingly simple as cropping an image can make all the difference between 
an average photograph and a great one. The final results are beautiful images that everyone 
will admire.

WHAT WE DO





WHY DIGITAL IMAGES?



In our line of work, we find that people love sharing photos, with their friends 
and family and on social media. Producing digital galleries significantly cuts 
down on processing time and in most cases, you are able to view your images 
within 12 hours after your wedding day!

We produce digital galleries which we email our clients. You can then view 
them privately using a unique password on your laptop, desktop or any mobile 
device. With convenient features like selecting favorites direct from the gallery, 
its easy for us to see which images you love most and begin enhancing them 
right away.

If you do want to have prints, then we have worked with some of the best print-
ers on the island. We would be happy to recommend any of them to you. Your 
wedding images are high resolution so you would be able to download them 
and print them at any size with ease or loss of quality.
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E-SESSION
We absolutely LOVE engagement sessions. As photographers, this gives us an opportunity to work with the 
couple and really get to know them before the wedding day. It also allows us to interact with them and create 
wonderful scenes between the two in a unique location. Couples often use engagement photos on their wedding 
invite, wedding website, save the date cards and even use them as decoration at the ceremony or reception. our 
goal is to move away from the traditional sunset beach scenery and we’ve been able to work with some amazing 
couples that have allowed us to produce very creative themes that have been photographed in great backdrops 
from a basketball stadium to an airport terminal. We work with the couple to create a theme special to them 
because we know years from now, these will be images you will want to look back on. Images that will remind 
of how it felt to fall in love.

VIEW E-SESSION GALLERY

http://www.pictureboxweddings.com/engagements/
$$$/Dialog/Behaviors/GoToView/DefaultURL
$$$/Dialog/Behaviors/GoToView/DefaultURL


E PLAN 1 - $500
1 Outfit

Online Gallery w/ High Res Downloads
2 Retouched Images

Image release to share images

E PLAN 2 - $700
1 Outfit

Online Gallery w/ High Res Downloads
4 Retouched Images

Image release to share images

E PLAN 3 - $950
2 Outfits

Online Gallery w/ High Res Downloads
6 Retouched Images

Image release to share images
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WEDDING DAY
Wedding Coverage typically starts at $1500. We do offer different packages from hourly coverage to destination 
and more intimate packages as well. PBW Photography shoots selective weddings on a yearly basis. For more 
information on our wedding packages, please complete this questionnaire.

We do customize plans as well so if you do not see one that fits your needs, please let us know and we will 
customize one for you. If you would like to add an engagement session to any existing plan the cost is $750. 

All plans feature an introductory price point and will be offered for a limited time only.

VIEW WEDDING GALLERY

http://www.pictureboxweddings.com/weddings/


ELITE PLAN 1 - $4800
8 Hours of Wedding Coverage (Full Day)

2 Photographers
Online Gallery w/ High Res Downloads

Approx. 500+ Images
Image release to share images

USB Album
 

ELITE PLAN 2 - $6000
8 Hours of Wedding Coverage (Full Day)

2 Photographers
Online Gallery w/ High Res Downloads

Approx. 700+ Images
Image release to share images

Wedding Book
USB Album

ECONOMY PLAN 1 - $1500
2 Hours of Wedding Coverage

1 Photographer
Online Gallery w/ High Res Downloads

Approx. 100+ Images
Image release to share images 

ECONOMY PLAN 2 - $2200
4 Hours of Wedding Coverage

2 Photographers
Online Gallery w/ High Res Downloads

Approx. 300+ Images
Image release to share images

USB Album
 

PREMIUM PLAN 1 - $3500
6 Hours of Wedding Coverage

2 Photographers
Online Gallery w/ High Res Downloads

Approx. 400+ Images
Image release to share images

USB Album

PREMIUM PLAN 2 - $3900
6 Hours of Wedding Coverage

2 Photographers
Online Gallery w/ High Res Downloads

Approx. 400+ Images
Image release to share images

USB Album

ASK ABOUR OUR 
DESTINATION WEDDING

PACKAGES

ASK ABOUR OUR 
HOURLY COVERAGE
WEDDING PACKAGES
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JUST PORTRAITS

We know that for many of the brides we meet, they want to focus only on the wedding portraits. We understand 
there is a niche market for this and so we’d like to offer plans for simply wedding portraits. If you have wedding 
portrait already and would like to re-shoot them, we would be happy to make this aspect of your day better.

All plans feature an introductory price point and will be offered for a limited time only.



YOU and I - $500

Just the Bride & Groom
Online Gallery w/ High Res Downloads

2 Retouched Images
Image release to share images

US + Bridal Party of 2- $700

Bride & Groom with Best Man and Maid of Honor
Online Gallery w/ High Res Downloads

4 Retouched Images
Image release to share images

US + Bridal Party of 4- $700

Bride & Groom with Bridal Party of 4
Online Gallery w/ High Res Downloads

6 Retouched Images
Image release to share images
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WEDDING ALBUMS



BOOK ALBUM
The modern day wedding album is the most tangible 
way of remembering your big day. We take the best 

images from your wedding day and create a beautiful 
album that features the most memorable images from 

the day. You keep an heirloom that you can share 
forever with family and friends.

FROM $560

USB FLASH DRIVE ALBUM
CDs and DVDs are outdated and can easily become 

damaged. In today’s digital world, USB flash drives are 
secure, rugged and long lasting. These are included in 

most of our packages but you have the option to add on 
to any package you like. These come customized as well!

FROM $45
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CLIENT GALLERIES
Within 24 hours of your wedding day, we provide our clients with an online gallery from which 
they can view images from their wedding day. Each gallery is linked privately and can be 
viewed from a desktop, laptop, tablet or mobile phone. The couple can easily view, mark and 
share their gallery and once completed, we begin editing right away.



VIEW CLIENT GALLERY
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BOOK A CONSULTATION



Having a consolation with a potential client is one of the first ways of having a successful event. In our initial consolation, we take 
the time to sit down with the couple, have one on one interaction with our team and we get a chance to display our work up close. 
We exchange tons of questions which not only helps you to understand our service, but it also gives us a better grip on what your 
expectations are for your wedding day. We also discuss budget and what package best suits your needs. We actually recommend 
consultations for all our clients because it ensures careful planning and execution, valuable keys to us capturing amazing photos that 
you will treasure for a lifetime. 

FROM $45/hr

BOOK A CONSULTATION
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FAQ’s



How long does the editing take?
Usually, 1 wedding can take anywhere from 30-90 days. This is because EVERY image is inspected,categorized, selected and post 
processed with simple enhancements. This is a tedious process but at the end of it, you are presented with a QUALITY product that you 
WILL be more than happy to own.

What does a ‘creative fee model’ business mean for you as a photographer?
With most weddings, you will find two types of business models that photographers use. One is known as the ‘Aftermarket 
Business Model’ where the photographer does the work and the client buys select prints, albums, slideshows, paraphernalia from 
the photographer. This model is restricting to me and so I choose to use what’s known as a ‘Creative Fee’ model whereas you, 
the client, are charged upfront for my services. You then receive  a USB drive with the images for your use as long as its for non-
commercial purposes.

Do you provide prints with each package?
No we do not. This is because the business is small and printing is an added expense. In order to make it affordable to the client, 
we prefer this responsibility to be your own. Because of our business model, this enables the client to have more freedom in making 
prints. We do however provides other services like producing wedding books, not albums along with thank you cards and other 
promo materials. These are an additional cost and can be viewed here.

What is the difference between retouched images versus enhanced images?
All our wedding photography includes enhanced images, i.e. we enhance, colours, make minor skin corrections, composition and 
exposure. Some brides want that “magazine” look to selected images and so we have these professionally retouched. Retouching takes 
more time because of its meticulous process so we always advise brides to take that into account as well.

Why do you shoot photo-journalistic as opposed to traditional wedding photography?
The reason why we love this style so much with weddings is that is allows us to be non-intrusive of the events taking place on the day. 
Which means that we have a full and almost unexpected range of candid photos that we can take. It allows the bride and groom, family 
and other guests to be themselves with a distraction of a camera in their face all day. The images don’t look so ‘posed’ and they usually 
have a more warm, loving and unique feeling.

What do you mean when you say we can only use the images for non commercial purposes?
The images are your property as well as ours. You will not be able to outrightly sell the images for profit. They are YOUR images. As 
your photographer, we can’t sell your images either, we will only be using them to promote our work. If a situation presents itself, then 
we discuss the possibilities together.

If the wedding /bride is running late, is there a charge?
Yes there is a charge. For every hour the wedding runs over, there is a small charge of $100 per hour. All this is covered in a detailed 
contract that we go over with all couples. It stipulates more in depth policies concerning, time, payments as well as unforeseen events.

Do we have to feed you?
If your wedding is more than 4 hours, then we would like to eat a nutritious meal. A meal for each team member would be greatly 
appreciated and we don’t have to sit at a table, rather we prefer to just find a corner because we are usually working the entire time. 

Do you travel?
Yes we have travelled all over The Bahamas to shoot weddings and engagement sessions. We have Bahamian e-passports so we are 
able to travel anywhere domestically as well as North America and The Caribbean If your wedding is taking place internationally, 
then let’s chat!  As the client, you are responsible for Airfare, Hotel (if applicable) and Transportation. You can either pre-pay for the 
transportation i.e car rental, Uber or provide a per diem for our team to get around.
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